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Plenary Session

Meshless Methods in Computational Mechanics

Abstract
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Recently, meshless methods have become attractive to model problems in computational
mechanics. In this plenary talk, two methods will be discussed and illustrative examples
will be presented.
Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) is an adaptive, meshfree, Lagrangian numerical
approximation technique used for modelling of physical problems. Benchmark simulations
using previously reported boundary treatments can suffer from particle penetration and
may produce results that numerically blow up near solid boundaries. As well, current SPH
boundary approaches do not properly treat curved boundaries in complicated flow
domains. These drawbacks have been remedied in a new boundary treatment method
called the multiple boundary tangent approach. In this talk, a comparative study for the
weakly compressible and incompressible SPH method are discussed by providing
numerical solutions for fluid flows over an airfoil and a square obstacle. It is shown that
SPH can handle complex geometries using the multiple boundary tangents method, and
eliminate particle clustering‐induced instabilities.
Peridynamics is a meshless approach that addresses some of the difficulties and
limitations associated with mesh-based topology optimization methods. The most
significant advantage of peridynamics is its ability to model discontinuities in a relatively
straightforward manner. The minimization of compliance or strain energy was chosen as
the objective function under the volume constraint. The filtering scheme was adopted to
avoid the checkerboard issues and provide a high stability during optimization. Various
problems were solved with and without cracks under different loading and constraint
boundary conditions. Topology optimization for an unstructured discretization problem
has also been investigated applied to a complex geometry.
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